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What is Nuclear Physics?Theory Of Nuclear Structure
Argonne-driven technology is part of a broad initiative to answer fundamental questions about the birth of matter in the universe and the building blocks that hold it all together. Imagine the first ...
Quest to Reveal Fundamental Secrets of the Universe Driven by Curiosity and Technology
Ratcliff and myself. I shall refer to these two papers hereafter as KLR(I)¹ and KLR(II)² respectively. In nuclear structure theory, we often solve the nuclear eigenvalue problem in a truncated ...
Dynamic Structure of Nuclear States
The full benefits of independent quality assurance can only be realized through open access to “vendor-provided data” from the treatment delivery system ...
Independent QA: open access to data drives continuous improvement in radiotherapy
Scientists are looking for new ways to predict how materials survive high temperatures, pressures and corrosion levels, and design new materials that can do so. Temperatures can reach 800 Celsius in ...
Convolutional neural networks: facial recognition AI applied to analysis and design of Advanced Nuclear Reactors
Here, we directly observe the nuclear dynamics accompanying the SEF process ... Combining molecular dynamics simulations, time-dependent density-functional theory, and experimental structure factor ...
Nuclear dynamics of singlet exciton fission in pentacene single crystals
Looking back at some of the key figures in Argonne's history offers a chance to reflect on some accomplishments that have transformed American science through discoveries in energy, climate, health, ...
People of Argonne's history: A look at leaders who made Argonne what it is today
The Communist Party of China (CPC) marks its 100-year anniversary on July 1 with a dogmatic leader in Xi Jinping at the helm, who China watchers say has molded himself after Mao Zedong—equally as ...
The Rise of China—How Communist Party Transformed Country into a Superpower
"In theory, we can move the asteroid onto a different ... Hera will perform measurements that will cast new light on the internal structure of these space rocks—an important factor in how ...
Nuclear Bombs and Gravity Tractors: The Weird Ways Earth Could Be Saved From an Asteroid
Jagdish Bhagwati, economic adviser to the director general of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), said: "This should be a spring of hope, and instead we get a nuclear winter ...
Clinton's Emerging Trade Policy: Act One, Scene One
Tonight's programme posits the outlandish suggestion that the Flytrap may have been some kind of support structure for Die Glocke. A far more plausible theory ... notion that a nuclear testing ...
Were the Nazis building a flying saucer? Experts hint mysterious 'Flytrap' construction - dubbed 'Hitler's Stonehenge' - that was built over top secret tunnels was launch pad ...
A recently issued IAEA publication, the Guidance for Medical Physicists Responding to a Nuclear or Radiological Emergency ... attended by qualified medical physicists, include both theory and ...
IAEA Develops First of its Kind Emergency Preparedness and Response Guide for Medical Physicists
To test his theory ... found the right structure 2,760 times faster than the standard physics-based model (0.00075 seconds vs. 0.207 seconds, respectively). New tools boost nuclear innovation ...
Can artificial intelligence open new doors for materials discovery?
Spotted by telescopes across the electromagnetic spectrum, the fireworks enabled astrophysicists to place limits on the properties of neutron star matter, test their theory of gamma ray bursts ...
Ripples in spacetime reveal black holes slurping up neutron stars
“People thought the Russians were making nuclear explosions out in space ... and even “defects” in the structure of the universe have all been suggested. “The ultimate goal is to ...
Astronomy enters a new age thanks to multi-messenger signals
The theory in Washington and Tehran is that Iran’s supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, has been stage-managing not only the election but also the nuclear negotiations — and does not want ...
Your Monday Briefing
“I think we can look at the nuclear world, we can look at chemical ... since the SARS-CoV-1 outbreak in 2002. The lab-leak theory has gained traction in recent weeks after U.S. President Joe ...

This book, the first of a two-volume set, provides a comprehensive introduction to quantum mechanics for advanced undergraduate and postgraduate students entering the field of nuclear structure studies via two-state systems: both polarized photons and spin-1/2 particles. This leads to the logic behind the physical
structure and an axiomatic formulation using linear spaces and operators. The one-dimensional harmonic oscillator is used to illustrate the mechanics of quantized systems, reaching to time dependence and coherent states. Measurement theory is introduced. The transformation theory of space and time leads to wave
functions. The role of group theory and rotations then leads to the quantization of angular momentum. Central force problems are handled algebraically. The development is completed with quantization of motion of a charged particle in a magnetic field. Part of IOP Series in Nuclear Spectroscopy and Nuclear Structure.
Nuclear Structure Theory provides a guide to nuclear structure theory. The book is comprised of 23 chapters that are organized into four parts; each part covers an aspect of nuclear structure theory. In the first part, the text discusses the experimentally observed phenomena, which nuclear structure theories need to
look into and detail the information that supports those theories. The second part of the book deals with the phenomenological nucleon-nucleon potentials derived from phase shift analysis of nucleon-nucleon scattering. Part III talks about the phenomenological parameters used to describe their various nuclear models.
The last part of the book deals with the technology of nuclear structure theory. The book will be of great use to nuclear physicists who wish to gain a better understanding of the nuclear structure theory.
Modern nuclear physics is a well developed branch of physical science, with wide-ranging applications of its results in engineering and industry. At the same time, the development of a consistent theory of nuclei and nuclear processes presents certain problems. It is well known that the most important aim of nuclear
physics is the study of nuclear structure and the explanation of properties on the basis of the interaction between nucleons which constitute nuclei. Difficulties of a modern theory of the nucleus are caused by both an insufficient knowledge of nuclear interactions and the multi particle character of nuclear systems.
Experimental data on nuclear interactions do not contradict the hypothesis of the pair character of nuclear forces. However, the absence of rigorous meth ods of calculations of many particle nuclear systems with strong interaction makes it necessary to use macroscopic nuclear models to describe particular nuclear
properties. Nuclear models have been developed in different ways, and the models themselves have been modified and complicated. In spite of the visible discrepancy, different models of the nucleus significantly supple ment one another. The development of nuclear models has led to considerable progress in the
understanding of atomic nuclei. The current results of theo retical nuclear physics are reported in numerous scientific papers. The most important and relevant experimental and theoretical results can be found in many monographs, the best of which are written by well-known experts in the field.
This book provides the first graduate-level, self-contained introduction to recent developments that lead to the formulation of the configuration-interaction approach for open quantum systems, the Gamow shell model, which provides a unitary description of quantum many-body system in different regimes of binding, and
enables the unification in the description of nuclear structure and reactions. The Gamow shell model extends and generalizes the phenomenologically successful nuclear shell model to the domain of weakly-bound near-threshold states and resonances, offering a systematic tool to understand and categorize data on nuclear
spectra, moments, collective excitations, particle and electromagnetic decays, clustering, elastic and inelastic scattering cross sections, and radiative capture cross sections of interest to astrophysics. The approach is of interest beyond nuclear physics and based on general properties of quasi-stationary solutions
of the Schrödinger equation – so-called Gamow states. For the benefit of graduate students and newcomers to the field, the quantum-mechanical fundamentals are introduced in some detail. The text also provides a historical overview of how the field has evolved from the early days of the nuclear shell model to recent
experimental developments, in both nuclear physics and related fields, supporting the unified description. The text contains many worked examples and several numerical codes are introduced to allow the reader to test different aspects of the continuum shell model discussed in the book.

This book reviews the basic models and theories of nuclear structure and gives an in-depth analysis of their experimental and mathematical foundations. It shows the relationships between the models and exhibits the value of following the strategy of: looking for patterns in all the data available, developing
phenomenological models to explain them, and finally giving the models a foundation in a fundamental microscopic theory of interacting neutrons and protons. This unique book takes a newcomer from an introduction to nuclear structure physics to the frontiers of the subject along a painless path. It provides both the
experimental and mathematical foundations of the essential models in a way that is accessible to a broad range of experimental and theoretical physicists. Thus, the book provides a unique resource and an exposition of the essential principles, mathematical structures, assumptions, and observational data on which the
models and theories are based. It avoids discussion of many non-essential variations and technical details of the models.
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